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Writing portfolio implementation in a fifth grade classroom
Abstract
Writing portfolios were implemented into a fifth grade writing program as a means of qualitative
assessment. The descriptive nature of portfolio assessment is the focus of this project, which describes
the teacher's interaction with three I students during teacher-student conferences as writing collections
were developed. The writing conferences consisted of the teacher and students collaboratively reflecting
on student writing and setting goals for further writing activity and instructional sessions. With the
implementation of portfolio conferences, the teacher was able to support student writing goals and their
attainment. As the students presented writing samples and goals during the conferences, the teacher
planned for future instruction and followed-up on such instruction during the next conference. The
portfolio conferences provided opportunities for the teacher to understand the student writers' needs and
interests and supported the teacher in describing individual student involvement with the writing process.
Instruction and assessment became more closely connected and, as a result, were more meaningful to
the children.
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Abstract
Writing portfolios were implemented into a fifth grade
writing program as a means of qualitative assessment. The
descriptive nature of portfolio assessment is the focus of this
project, which describes the teacher's interaction with three
I

students during teacher-student conferences as writing
collections were developed. The writing conferences consisted
of the teacher and students collaboratively reflecting on
student writing and setting goals for further writing activity
and instructional sessions.
With the implementation of portfolio conferences, the
teacher was able to support student writing goals and their
attainment. As the students presented writing samples and goals
during the conferences, the teacher planned for future
instruction and followed-up on such instruction during the next
conference. The portfolio conferences provided opportunities for
the teacher to understand the student writers' needs and
interests and supported the teacher in describing individual
student involvement with the writing process. Instruction and
assessment became more closely connected and, as a result, were
more meaningful to the children.

Whole language, an instructional development concept,
emphasizes children creating meaning through the language
processes within the natural functions of language. A writing
program that implements this concept focuses on the process
children engage in as they create meaning through writing.
Because of this focus, the assessment of writing needs to be
qualitative. Children's progress needs to be described.
One means of descriptive assessment is the writing
portfolio. A portfolio is a systematic collection of writing
pieces that demonstrates a child's growth over time.
Rationale for Portfolio Assessment
Teachers who are holistically oriented toward students'
learning are concerned about how students are gaining writing
abilities--developing content, expressing feelings, and applying
elements of form (e.g., capitalization, punctuation, and
spelling) while engaged in the composition process. These
abilities are assessed through the context of writing rather than
through quantitative means, such as tests, workbook pages, and
worksheets, which focus on isolated fragments of language
(Strickland, 1994-95). However, such quantitative assessments
have been used for decades to determine writing ability and
instructional programs. When no other records of student writing
abilities were available, test scores influenced educators'
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decisions regarding placement in instructional programs and the
reporting of student progress (Valencia, 1990). Those who have
applied the conclusions of current research on writing to their
instructional programs have become dissatisfied with the use of
norm-referenced tests, or standardized tests, which tell little
about individual student growth and tend to fragment the
curriculum.
Tests are unable to reflect the actual teaching strategies
and their effect on learners. Their results do not indicate the
various ways that teachers adapt instruction to meet the needs of
each student (Hebert, 1992). Tests do not reflect the true nature
of literacy learning in the classroom (Tierney, Carter, &Desai,
1991). They do not describe students' involvement in the writing
process as they create meaning (Calkins, 1991).
Testing has negative effects, such as a loss of valuable
instructional time, not devoted to student learning. These
assessment techniques create a division between student and
teacher rather than nurturing a partnership in learning (Routman,
1991). In addition, students can begin to sense that their
learning is controlled by the teacher rather than believing they
have ownership of it (Wolf, 1989).
In light of this discrepancy between instruction and
evaluation, teachers have sought alternative ways to assess
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students. These alternative measures are qualitative in nature
representing the learning goals and instructional practices
of the classroom. As a result, a closer link can be established
between instruction and assessment, thus providing more
meaningful learning experiences for individual children (Vavrus,
1990).
Elements of Portfolio Assessment
A portfolio can serve as a foundation for "examining
effort, improvement, processes, and achievement" (Tierney et al.,
1991, p. 41). Before starting a writing portfolio system, it is
important to establish or reevaluate instructional writing goals
for the grade level and district. This preparatory work will aid
in maintaining a focus for portfolio collection and in avoiding
the creation of meaningless samples of student work (Valencia,
1990).

A writing portfolio can house several kinds of assessments.
Examples are: students' writing and other related projects,
running records of sample inclusion, student-teacher conference
notes, checklists of writing forms, and the teachers' anecdotal
records (Valencia, 1990).
The writing portfolio needs to be easily accessible to
students and teachers. It can be contained within a folder or box
that will facilitate organization (OeFina, 1992).
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Writing portfolios can be introduced to students as a means
of selecting, collecting, and reflecting on their writing
process. Guests, such as artists or architects who find
portfolios functional in their professions, can be invited to
explain their usefulness and the criteria for collection. Also,
students who have been involved in the portfolio collection can
be asked to display and discuss their portfolios. Then, students,
supported by the teacher, need to establish their own criteria
for portfolio collection (Tierney et al., 1991).
Student-teacher conferences can facilitate the process of
portfolio collection. Teachers can collaborate with students in
selecting samples that will exhibit their progress in acquiring
writing abilities. These samples, describing progress over time,
need to be labeled with a date and the reason for selection
(Tierney et al., 1991).
As students gain experience in the selection of samples and
understand the portfolio's potential for showcasing their writing
progress, they will be able to take more responsibility for this
process. Maintaining a focus of student ownership of the
portfolio empowers students to take charge of their learning and
gives them a sense that they have a say in what they learn
(OeFina, 1992). This view of assessment varies greatly from the
traditional one which was teacher-directed and textbook-driven.
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As a result, both the student and the teacher were left powerless
(Tierney et al., 1991).
As students collect exhibits for their portfolios, they can
take a sharp look at their writing. They can reflect on the
process engaged in as they write. They can learn what has worked
for them as writers and what they have yet to explore and learn.
Then, a connection to the real world of writers can more clearly
be seen. Students can be proud of their work samples contained
within the portfolio that reveals a story about themselves
(Routman, 1991).
Maintaining a process focus toward emerging literacy in
the classroom assists teachers to concentrate on students'
writing abilities rather than on the elements of form
(Strickland, 1994-95). As teachers become more knowledgeable
about the students' approaches to writing, they can adjust the
instructional program more closely to the students' needs.
Students' portfolio collections serve as natural guides to
instructional development as opposed to following a sequenced
curriculum and the teacher manuals of textbooks. A more
needs-based curriculum benefits students because teachers are
tapping into the learning that the students demonstrate through
authentic tasks (Tierney et al., 1991; Salinger &Chittenden,
1994).
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Writing portfolios can provide parents with concrete
evidence of their children's progress and instructional needs.
Without actual work samples, parents are left with interpreting a
letter grade on a report card or a test score. Portfolio samples
can assist parents in better understanding their children's
progress in acquiring writing abilities. Parents can connect with
children's uniqueness and their interaction within the functions
of language (Tierney et al., 1991). In quantitative assessment,
much can be left unsaid, and many questions can be unanswered
(Routman, 1991).
Implementation of Portfolio Assessment
The implementation of writing portfolios in a fifth grade
program will be described as it promoted writing as a process,
encouraged reflective thinking, and connected instruction and
assessment. In the process of portfolio collection, children set
goals, engaged in behavior that would enable them to meet these
goals, reflected on their involvement in the writing process and
their resulting growth in writing abilities and instructional
needs, and then reestablished goals to foster further growth.
From this process, students selected writing pieces to serve as
exhibits of writing activity and growth for their portfolios.
This fifth grade writing program focused on children
creating meaning through the process of writing. Students worked
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on writing pieces during a writers workshop, or small groups of
students. When children needed feedback on a piece in the process
of being written or simply wanted to share a piece, these small
groups of assigned children offered a supportive audience.
Students kept writing folders from which selections were made for
the portfolios. These folders stored their writing pieces
representing different writing activities and involvement in the
components of the writing process--lists of writing topic ideas,
original drafts, redrafts, drafts being edited for form and/or
content, and completed drafts.
During the beginning of the first nine weeks of the writing
program, the teacher introduced the concept of portfolios as a
way to showcase writing ability and interests. A college art
student visited the classroom to share his art portfolio and
explained its functions. The teacher explained to the students
that they would be selecting exhibits for their writing
portfolios once a month.
The teacher then implemented teacher-student writing
conferences which were held weekly to support the development of
the portfolio collections. During the conferences, students read
drafts, asked questions, shared feelings about writing, reflected
upon the writing process, and set personal writing goals. The
teacher listened and presented questions, suggestions, and
encouragement. The teacher wrote anecdotal records of the
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conferences which included the students' reflections, the
teacher's support, and the student-teacher collaboration in
establishing goals for writing and identifying instructional
needs.
At the end of the first nine-week period, the students
surveyed the pieces in their writing folders, reflecting on
these pieces as they represented their growth as writers.
Independently, the students selected two pieces that best
depicted growth for their portfolios.
The children's decisions were shared in conferences with
the teacher. The students fastened captions to their pieces that
explained the purpose for the selections and their engagement in
the writing process. The date, the title of the selection, ways
it reflected learning in the classroom, and future goals were
also included on the captions. The teacher kept anecdotal records
of the conferences which included instructional assistance and
future instruction needs. Photocopies of the children's writing
were attached to the anecdotal records. The students were
provided hanging file folders as storage for the portfolios.
During the second nine-week period, students continued
writing personal narratives and broadened their writing
experiences with letters, realistic and historical fiction
pieces, poetry, and content area reports. Writing conferences and
the portfolio collection development continued.
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During teacher-student writing conferences in the first
semester, three fifth-grade students in the writing program were
studied in particular as they developed their portfolios. Their
involvement in the process of portfolio assessment will be
presented.
Student A
This girl appears to enjoy writing. She states that it
seems to come naturally for her. Responding to a writing interest
survey, Student A wrote that she views writing as a way to
express her ideas and to make a point to her readers. She said
that she often writes realistic fiction for the purposes of
sending a real life message. Her view of writing realistic
fiction was acquired through studying real authors' approaches to
writing. Her written pieces demonstrate an adequate application
of the elements of form. The content of her writing is well
developed, and she uses a broad range of vocabulary.
During the first portfolio conference in September,
Student A presented a narrative draft about friendships which
included much dialogue and action among the characters. She
demonstrated appropriate use of quotation marks and punctuation
of the dialogues. The student wrote on the portfolio caption, "I
chose this for my writing portfolio because it's based on a
real-life problem I had with a friend. I want to share it with my
classmates to sort of show them how to keep friendships strong."
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The teacher described in the anecdotal record the need for a
mini-lesson on indenting paragraphs and paragraphing for
dialogue. Student A established a goal to focus upon this element
in her next draft.
During the second conference in October, Student A
presented two pieces. The first was the revised draft of the
friendship narrative. The teacher recorded that the form elements
had been inserted correctly. The caption to this piece read, "My
readers will probably be able to read this draft better than the
original one because I now know how to indent for dialogue in my
stories. I would like to learn more marks to use for revising."
The teacher described the student's desire to expand her editing
abilities in the anecdotal record.
The second piece shared was a report about blue whales.
Student A asked the teacher for help in editing. She said, "I'm
having a hard time changing my first words when I want to rewrite
[revise] because there's no room on my paper." The teacher noted
that the draft's layout was not conducive to editing. The teacher
provided brief instruction concerning editing marks for revising
and encouraged future interaction with other revision resources,
such as the classroom editing handbook, authors' editing
suggestions described in author folders in the classroom, and
peers' editing suggestions in the writers workshop. Student A set
a goal to learn editing marks and insert appropriate ones in the
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draft. She reflected upon the conference: I'm glad to know that
my first drafts can look more organized. It's hard to rewrite
when there's no room. I want to learn the editing symbols we
talked about in the conference." The teacher noted the need for
a mini-lesson on editing symbols.
During the third conference in November, the student
presented the second, third, and final drafts of the blue whale
report. The teacher recorded that appropriate editing marks for
paragraph indention, symbols for additions, and double-spacing
were included. The student mentioned that she felt more
comfortable making changes in her original drafts because the
editing symbols made it appear professional. On a caption for
this piece, she wrote, "This piece shows that I learned that
writing is more than neat penmanship. I used to worry too much
about my writing being perfect. I didn't like to revise because
it made my paper look messy. Now, I like to write, read, rewrite,
read, and go back and forth. The editing symbols help me change
or add something quickly. I want to continue using them." In the
anecdotal record, the teacher described the students' special
interest in studying author folders and her reference to the
classroom editing handbook, both which fostered her goal
attainment.
During the last conference of the semester, the student
mentioned her previous concern with being too wordy in narrative
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drafts. She presented a piece which reflected a mini-lesson
conducted by the teacher during writers workshop: She described
the different approaches she took in considering her audience as
she wrote and revised. For her portfolio, she included pieces of
writing which indicated the distinction between a peer audience
or a personal audience. On the portfolio caption, she wrote,
"Sometimes I worry too much about what others will think of my
writing. I wasn't really used to writing just for me, I used to
think that writing was just for a grade. One good thing is that I
can see how writing helps me understand my own writing better,
and sometimes thinking about my audience does too."
At the close of the semester, the teacher added to the
anecdotal record that Student A had transformed her view of
writing from focusing upon others' impressions of her writing to
focusing on creating her own meaning. She was proud of the way
she expressed ideas more clearly. A notable caption reflection
included, "I now know that writers don't write for anyone but
themselves. It feels better to write when I'm not worried about
what my paper looks like, or worry too much about my readers. I'm
more relaxed when I just write."
Student B
This boy appeared to have an adequate interest in writing.
He viewed himself as a writer, but his response to a writing
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interest survey indicated limited interest in writing, "I think
writing is o.k., but I only like to write about sports."
Student B appeared to have a negative impression of writing which
was observed from his withdrawn nature during writers workshop.
Although the student was cooperative, he did not seem to be
actively involved with the writing process. He tended to look at
writing as a chore rather than as a means of personal expression
and fulfillment. Student B appeared to view writing as something
which was out of his control.
During the first portfolio conference in September, the
teacher and the student collaborated to set the goal of journal
writing to expand upon his personal experiences and thoughts. The
teacher speculated that Student B considered writing as something
that needed to be perfect. Through observation of the student's
journal entries, it was apparent that he was reluctant to write
because he focused on the elements of form only and not on
content, for he thought this was what was expected of writers.
The student chose a journal entry to include in his writing
portfolio but was reluctant to elaborate upon reasons for this
selection. A portfolio caption, which the student dictated to
the teacher, said, "I'm not that good of a writer. I can't spell,
and my handwriting isn't very good. I'm getting bored with my
journal. I need something else to say, but I don't know what."
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The teacher included in anecdotal records the need to model
journal functions.
During the second conference in October, Student B appeared
to feel more at ease with journal writing. The student shared a
journal entry in which he had elaborated upon his feelings about
recess activity. The teacher noted that in the entry, the student
had included personal feelings and often included dialogues
between himself and his journal, indicating an extension of
thought. On a portfolio caption, Student B noted that he was
satisfied with his journal writing. He wrote, "I'm happy with my
journal writing. It has kind of helped me because I have figured
things out by writing." The teacher had observed Student B
appearing more comfortable during writers workshop and finding
journaling more rewarding. During this conference, Student B set
a goal to write a narrative draft.
The focus of the conference in November was the student's
presentation of a narrative draft on the topic of a professional
basketball game. The teacher noted in the anecdotal record that
the story contained a fast-paced introduction and a resolve in
the ending. However, the story lacked a well-developed middle.
The teacher noted this lack of plot development for future
instruction. Collaboratively, a goal was established to elaborate
more in his story to include the events that led up to the game's
end. In addition, this boy used a great deal of inventive
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spelling and his handwriting abilities were poor. Student B could
read his own writing; however, others were challenged in reading
the draft. The teacher encouraged the child to use spelling
tools, such as the dictionary, the personal word-bank list, peer
helpers, and the Franklin Spell Checker, and to type final drafts
on the computer. On the portfolio caption for this draft, he
wrote, "Even though I want to work on some things, I like this
story because it is the first good thing I've written that isn't
journal writing."
During the final semester conference, Student B shared the
revisions of the original basketball story draft with the
teacher. On the portfolio caption, he stated that he thought his
original draft was boring. He wrote, "Everyone wants to know how
they won or lost. Everyone wants to hear about the players." The
teacher noted improvements in this draft as he had elaborated
upon the four quarters and included play-by-play detail about the
game's action. The original draft was intended to be a report
about an actual game Student B had seen on television. This draft
transformed into a realistic fiction piece about six kids playing
a game and pretending that they were famous players. Student B
was excited about sharing this piece with others. He commented,
"This is the first story I've wanted to share in a long time."
The teacher noted that he viewed the second draft as more
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enjoyable for himself and for his audience because of the
revisions.
In the anecdotal record the teacher noted that Student B
had grown in knowledge of writing forms. He had circled words in
his drafts which he wanted to check for correct spelling, and he
had made arrangements to have his final drafts typed. His
self-evaluations reflected this growth, "I have done more writing
lately and I don't mind it now. I am proud of my effort."
Student B set a goal of report writing in the future. On a
closing caption he wrote, "I'm proud of my portfolio because I
know that I am a better writer when I look at what's in here. All
of this writing shows that I probably knew how to write before, I
just didn't really try."
Student C
This girl writes well-developed imaginative stories and
likes to share these stories aloud with her peers. She has a keen
sense of imagery and can creatively combine words to describe an
event. She enjoys experimenting with various forms of writing.
She states that she is proud of her writing abilities but becomes
easily frustrated when rereading her first drafts. In response to
a writing interest survey, she expressed a concern regarding how
well others understood her writing. Despite this concern, she
stated that writing was enjoyable because it was meaningful to
her.
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During the first portfolio conference in September,
Student C presented a draft that she was dissatisfied with
because of its lack of development. The student explained that
upon reading the draft, she discovered a discrepancy between what
she wanted to write and what her draft said. She presented a
personal goal. "I need to read over my writing because this
[draft] doesn't say everything I meant to write." On the
portfolio caption for this piece she wrote,
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1 want this in my

portfolio because I realized I need to work on rereading my
writing before I share it." The teacher briefly assisted the
student in planning a clearly organized draft. She noted in the
anecdotal record the need for future instruction on revision
techniques which support story development.
During the second conference in October, Student C
presented a second draft of the story. Using the revision
technique of a web story organizer, she had revised the draft.
She explained to the teacher,
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This draft will probably sound

totally different." She set a goal to keep a list of revision
techniques in her writing folder for future reference. In the
portfolio caption, the student shared that she liked using the
story organizer and thought it helped in storywriting. She wrote,
"I chose this piece for my portfolio because of the ways I
changed it as I edited. The web really helped me say things
clearly. I might use it again if I need to." The teacher
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described in the anecdotal record the student's interaction with
the story organizer which supported her story development.
During the third conference in November, the student
presented a tape-recorded reading of a narrative draft she had
composed. Such tapes were used as means to edit first drafts
which tended to be vague and unorganized. The student
demonstrated using the tape-recorded reading to support revision
of an original draft. The teacher asked the student how reading
aloud assisted the self-editing process. Student C responded by
stating that when she is able to hear her draft she is better
able to edit, for hearing the story brings it to life. On a
portfolio caption she wrote, "I really need to read my story
aloud so that I can keep my cool. I just get too excited about my
stories sometimes. It's a good thing I read them aloud first,
though, because when I read it for real, I want it to sound
great." The teacher noted that the student had implemented this
strategy after a previous writers workshop mini-lesson which
presented editing techniques. The teacher added to the anecdotal
record that this self-editing strategy appeared to be successful
for the student as her drafts evidenced revisions made after the
read-alouds. The teacher encouraged the student to establish a
goal to experiment with other revision strategies.
The portfolio conference at the end of the semester showed
that Student C was including more organization in her stories.
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Her portfolio piece, "All About Cells," included a story plan
which she developed after writing the first draft. She shared
that she liked writing a first draft from which she reorganized
the draft's content. The teacher and student reflected upon the
variety of editing tools which the student had successfully
implemented since the previous conference. She showed a sample of
a draft that had been revised by cutting and pasting. She planned
to continue reading her drafts aloud as well. Her portfolio
caption read, "I have learned many new ways to improve my
writing. These are visual organizers (webs), read-aloud first
drafts, and cutting and pasting for organizing. Sometimes I need
these things, sometimes I don't." The teacher described in the
anecdotal record the evidence of the student's story development
and revision. Student C was proud of the way she had gained
independence in writing. Her caption for a piece read, "I like
the way I can finish up my stories alone. The teacher and the
webs can help, but I really make the decisions for what goes
where."
This portfolio process will continue during the entirety of
the school year. The student writers will add pieces to their
portfolio, and the teacher will continue collaborating with them
in portfolio conferences. During the last month of the writing
program, family members and faculty will be invited to the
classroom for a spring portfolio celebration in honor of the
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student writers. Students will share portfolios and reflect on
their writing activity with guests. Then, the students will
choose two or three pieces which will be part of a cumulative
portfolio that will be passed to sixth grade. Through their
writing portfolios, the students will have an opportunity to
introduce themselves to their future teachers. Along with this
plan, students will individually write a letter to include in the
cumulative portfolio which will explain their involvement in the
writing process.
Conclusion
In this writing program, portfolios provided the basis for
assessing the students' progress and instructional needs during
student-teacher conferences. Students wrote drafts, shared ideas
and goals with the teacher, redrafted, and produced finished
works from which they reflected upon the entire writing process.
Then, the students, in collaboration with the teacher during
writers workshop time, developed writing goals for extending
their writing activities and abilities.
As the portfolio collection activity progressed, students
became more aware of the recursive nature of writing and the need
to take a critical look at one's own writing. The teacher was
able to connect instruction and assessment, therefore assisting
individual writers with their instructional needs.
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Many students began to believe that they were in control of
their writing and that the portfolio was a means through which
their parents could better understand their writing ability.
Student C said, "My mom liked the idea of organizing thoughts
like in a word web because she always writes things down first,
too."
Parents during the first semester responded positively to
the writing portfolios. Student B's father commented that he
would encourage his child to do journal writing at home because
of the positive way his child expressed feelings in the school
journal. Parents said that they could see their child's progress
by examining portfolio pieces and learned much more than reading
a letter grade on a report card.
As a further extension of this project, the teacher will
develop a seminar which will detail the teacher's experience in
researching and implementing portfolios. This seminar will be
shared with colleagues in the future.
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